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Laura Crawford taught second grade in a 
Chicago suburb. While teaching a science unit 
on the Arctic region, she became fascinated with 
the unique animals of the Arctic. The cumulative 
tale, In Arctic Waters, is the result of her 
curiosity and was written with her studentsin 
mind. Laura also authored The Pilgrims’ 
Thanksgiving From A to Z and some leveled 
readers for Scott Foresman. She was an active 
member in the Society of Children’s Book Writers 
and Illustrators.

Ben Hodson illustrates full time from his home 
in Ottawa, Canada. He loves a good adventure – 
like hiking the Pacific Crest Trail with a team of 
wild burros or living in a small village in Nepal. 
His published works for Arbordale includeIn 
Arctic Waters, ‘Twas the Day Before Zoo Day 
and the award-winning How the Moon Regained 
Her Shape. Some of his other books include: I 
Love Yoga; Pigs Aren’t Dirty, Bears Aren’t Slow 
and Other Truths about Misunderstood Animals 
and Wishes and Worries: A Story to Help Children 
Understand a Parent Who Drinks Too Much 
Alcohol. Ben is the 2004 recipient of the Glass 
Slipper Award from the Society of Children’s 
Book Writers and Illustrators’ Canadian 
Conference. 

Join in the rhythmic, building fun of Arctic animals as 
they play and chase each other around “the ice that 
floats in the Arctic waters.”  What happens to interrupt 
and spoil their fun? 

Animals in the book include: polar bears, walruses, 
seals, narwhals, and beluga whales. 

It’s so much more than a picture book . . . this book 
is specifically designed to be both a fun-to-read 
story and a launch pad for discussions and learning. 
Whether read at home or in a classroom, we encourage 
adults to do the activities with the young children 
in their lives. Free online resources and support at 
ArbordalePublishing.com include:

• For Creative Minds as seen in the book 
(in English and Spanish):   

° Arctic Information
° Arctic Animal Adaptations
° Animal Fun Facts 
° Mix-and-Match Activity Book 
• Teaching Activities (to do at home or school):
° Reading Questions ° Math
° Language Arts ° Geography
° Science  ° Coloring Pages
• Interactive Quizzes:  Reading Comprehension,   
   For Creative Minds, and Math Word Problems
• English and Spanish Audiobooks  
• Related Websites
• Aligned to State and Core Standards
• Accelerated Reader and Reading Counts! Quizzes
• Lexile and Fountas & Pinnell Reading Levels

eBooks with Auto-Flip, Auto-Read, and selectable 
English and Spanish text and audio are available for 
purchase online.

Thanks to Kate M. Wynne, Marine Mammal Specialist 
at the University of Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory 
Program, and by Riley Woodford and Sue Steinacher of 
the Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game, Division of Wildlife 
Conservation.
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This is the ice 
that floats in the 
Arctic waters.

This is the fish, small and quick
that circles the ice that floats in the Arctic waters.



that chases the fish, small and quick
that circles the ice that floats in the Arctic waters.

This is the beluga, blubbery thick



This is the narwhal, big and strong
that swims with the beluga, blubbery thick
that chases the fish, small and quick
that circles the ice that floats in the Arctic waters.



This is the seal, bouncing along
that teases the narwhal, big and strong
that swims with the beluga, blubbery thick
that chases the fish, small and quick
that circles the ice that floats in the Arctic waters.



The For Creative Minds educational section may be photocopied or printed from our website by the owner of this 
book for educational, non-commercial uses. Cross-curricular teaching activities, interactive quizzes, and more are 
available online. Go to www.ArbordalePublishing.com and click on the book’s cover to explore all the links.

For Creative Minds

Arctic Waters
Look at the top part of a globe or a map to see where the 
Arctic Circle is located. It is north of the 66.5° line of latitude. 
Everything north of this is referred to as “Arctic” whether it is 
land or water.

The polar ice cap is one huge mass of the ice that stays frozen 
all year long–even in the summer.

The summer ice pack stays frozen all year round, but breaks 
up into smaller ice floes in summer. It floats around the polar 
ice cap and northern land masses.

The winter ice pack only freezes in winter and thaws each 
summer. It reaches the coastline of even more northern lands.

The top layer of soil on land in the Arctic generally thaws in the summer and allows 
plants to grow. 

Permafrost is a deeper layer of soil that is always 
frozen. In some places it has been frozen for 
thousands of years.

The Inuit

Polar Bears:
Mammals, carnivores

Arctic Animal Adaptations

The Inuit are the natives who live in Canada’s coastal Arctic. Inuit 
means “The Real People.” In Alaska and Russia there are several 
different native groups that refer to themselves as “Eskimo,” but 
each group has a name in their own language that also means 
“The Real People.” In some areas of the Arctic, the term “Eskimo” 
is considered insulting. 

All of these different native groups hunt marine mammals as an 
important part of their diet and cultural tradition.

Animals have special adaptations or behaviors to help them live in the very cold.

They have thick, heavy fur or blubber (a layer of fat) to keep them warm. What 
do you do to keep warm in cold weather?

Many animals also have fur on their wide feet to help them walk on the 
snow. Humans sometimes wear snowshoes to help them walk on the snow.

Sometimes animals hibernate or sleep during the cold winters. Other 
animals migrate or go south to warmer weather in the winter.

Polar bears have thick white, water-repellent fur to help them hide in their snowy 
surroundings and to stay warm in the water.

They even have fur on the bottom of their large feet. Their feet are also very wide to 
help them walk on the snow and swim. 

Some people say that they have seen polar bears cover their black noses with their 
white paws to help them hide!

They love to eat seal blubber. 

They also eat walruses, narwhals, and beluga whales when they can catch them.

Native hunters and orca whales hunt polar bears.

Other threats to polar bears come from oil 
drilling, the shrinking of the ice pack that 
they need to survive, and pollutants in 
their food.

Polar bear cubs are usually born in dens on 
land or ice in December. 

A mother usually has two cubs at a time. 
Cubs live with their mother for about two 
years and then go off on their own.



On the next page you will find a template for a mix-and-match book. Photocopy 
or download the page from www.ArbordalePublishing.com. Cut out each rectangle 
containing an animal, then cut along the dotted line just up to the solid gray line 
(spine). Staple the pages together along the spine. Now you can color and mix and 
match your animals!

Walruses:
Mammals, carnivores

Seals:
Mammals, carnivores

Several different types of seals live in the Arctic: ringed, bearded, 
spotted, harp, ribbon, and hooded seals.

Seals in the Arctic are also called “ice seals,” because some part of 
their life cycle happens along the ice pack. Shrinking of the ice pack is 
a serious threat to seals.

Seals like to eat fish, clams, crabs, squid, and octopus.

Polar bears, orcas, and Native hunters are their biggest predators.

The Inuit and Alaska Eskimos use the meat and blubber for food, 
and make the hides into rope, boots (called mukluks), slippers 
and many other things.

Walruses use their tusks to fight and to help haul themselves up onto ice and land. 
The tusks are big teeth.

Both males and females have the tusks but the males’ tusks are larger. The 
bigger the tusk, the more dominant the walrus is.

Their favorite food is clams. They also eat snails or worms. 

They can dive up to 300 feet to get their dinner. 

Their biggest predators are orca whales and Native 
hunters. Natives eat all parts of the walrus, make drums 
from the walrus stomach, and use the hide to cover their 
skin boats, called umiaqs.

The babies are usually born in April or May and can weigh 100 
pounds. How much do you weigh? Is it more or less than a baby walrus?

Babies stay with their mother about two years.

We can tell how old walruses are by counting the rings in their teeth, just like trees!

Male walruses have air sacs in their necks to keep their heads out of water while they 
sleep and to make sounds.

They can use all four flippers on land.

They use their extra-sensitive “whiskers” to touch and feel.

Narwhal:
Mammals, carnivores

Beluga Whales:
Mammals, carnivores

It is called a “unicorn” whale because it has one, very long tooth.

The long tooth grows outward in a spiral and can grow to be 7 
to 10 feet long. Use a yard stick or measuring tape to measure 
7 feet. How tall are you? Are you as tall as the tooth of a narwhal?

Narwhals eat fish, squid, and shrimp.

Their predators are orcas and Inuit hunters. The Inuit eat the meat 
and blubber and use the skins, oil, and tusks.

Narwhals usually stay close to the ice.

Narwhal calves are usually born in July.

Belugas are medium sized white whales with teeth.

Belugas molt their skin in the summer (July) by rubbing on gravel in shallow water.

Belugas eat a wide variety of fish, shrimp, and squid.

Their predators are polar bears, orcas, and native hunters. 

Sometimes they get caught in fishing nets.

They migrate in the winter, but do not go farther south than Canada and Alaska.

Baby belugas are born in the summer (May to July) and are about 4.5 feet long. 
How tall are you? Are you shorter or taller than a baby beluga?

Adult belugas range in size from 10 to 15 feet; males are larger than 
females. Use a measuring tape to measure 10 and 15 feet.

Creative Sparks: Mix-and-Match Activity Book 
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Includes 5 pages of 

learning activities.

Look for more free activities 

online at 

www.ArbordalePublishing.com

If you enjoy this book, 
look for other Arbordale books that may also be of interest:




